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Jannu
Alan Rouse

[n the post monsoon season of 1978 4 British climbers climbed J annu in Alpine
style reaching the summit on the 5th day of their climb on 21 October. This is the
story of their ascent.
On the 12th day of October a weary foursome descend the Yalung glacier
heavily laden with equipment brought down from an attempt on the E Ridge of
Jannu. The route proved to be too long and difficult for us despite the 6 days of
effort put into the attempt, during which we gained 1200m. Our chosen objective
was clearly out of the question.
The next day we spend at Base Camp sorting our equipment and deciding what
we should do. It is clear that our only chance of climbingJannu is to make the long
slog round to the Yamatari glacier and try the much easier French route. We select
and pack our gear accordingly, deciding to leave the next day. It will take 3 long
days to reach the foot of the route and say a week on the route itself. We pack 10
days' food and ignore the walk back. We intend to climb as 2 ropes of 2 so we take
one 45m 9mm rope per pair and a small selection of pitons, nuts and ice-pegs.
Brian suggest taking a tent but the idea is vetoed as everyone begins to realize just
how much weight we will be carrying anyway. [ insist on taking one snow-stake,
while Brian and Roger decide to carry some meta fuel for cooking. We only have 6
gas cylinders left and they think in advance of the great high altitude thirst.
On the morning of the 14th we leave our Base Camp and descend the Yalung
glacier to Ramshey at the foot of the Lapsong La. Our Sirdar, Padam, helps us by
carrying our ropes and technical climbing gear but we still have heavy loads. A
family of yak herders is resident at Ramshey so we buy some meat off them and
cook it over a wood fire. It is a beautiful evening but rather cold and with a heavy
dew. We stay up until late talking and eating meat, luxuriating in the smell of
vegetation and the denser air of Jowel' altitudes. Padam will return to Base Camp
tomorrow morning and 2 of the yak herders will help us carry over the Lapsong La.
The next morning a fire is lit at the first signs of the dawn and we are ready to
leave before the sun appears from behind Rathong. The early start is necessary
because our 2 yak herder friends mUSl return to their family the same day. We give
the 2 of them, the old man and his son, 25Kg apiece which reduces our loads to
around 20Kg. They walk quite fast and we soon reach the top of the Lapsong La
1000-1200m above Ramshey. We offer them a few sweets and they give us small
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cubes of VC:TY hard dried cheese, carefully removed fi'om the piece of tring on
which they are kept like bead on a necklace. The top of the pass is littered with
cairn most of which are rail and slender, only 15cm wide yet several m high. In the
distance Makalu and Evere t are clearly vi ible. The W facing lope. dropping down
to the Yamatari glacier and evemually Ghunsa are still well frozen 0 we proceed
first and kick big reps for the two panel's. Shonly after midday wc an'ive at the
grass covered moraine by the side of the Yamatari glacier, having dropped
1200-1500m from the top of the Lapsong La.
Having e tabli hed our-elves under ollle boulder we toy with the idea of taking
a re t day so as to con erve our trength for the route, but we oon decide that it
would be belle I' to press on in order to take advantage of the excellent weather
conditions that are prevailing. So on the 16th we set ofT along the boulder-strewn
glacier, well refre hed from a long night's leep. It take 7 hI' to reach the point at
which we hould leave the Yamatari glacier and stan our climb. By 7 o'clock we are
all established at the last point we will see any greenery for quite a few days and we
drink as much liquid as possible as there i a mall stream narby. We are no'" at an
altilLlde of around 4800m so we have some 2900111 la go.
Rab Carrington and my elf form one rope while Roger Baxter Jones and Brian
Hall form another. Although each pair has e semially independent equipment we
have agreed that we all go up or wc all go down. Thi' is partly dictated anyway b
our weight- aving mea ure of only taking one rope per pair. Nobod or no pair is
the leader as we are all equally qualified to be on this climb.
The first day or our climb we aim to reach the French Camp 3, a vel)' long "'ay
but without any signifi ant technical difficulty. We tumble acros boulder in the
pre-dawn grey and then scramble up 10 the hanging glacier. where we put on
crampon for a hon ice-wall leading on to the main pan of the glacier. Despite the
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relatively low altitude the snow is very powdery and quite hard work. At about 11
o'clock we stop for tea on a sunny rock island. The afternoon passes laboriously in
deep snow and by 4 o'clock we decide to call it a day, still some distance below the
site of the French Camp 3. During the day we passed 30m of fixed rope remaining
from the French ascent. This rope, stretched along a short rock step, and a small
piece of rope hanging from a serac on the ice-ridge are the only traces we are to see
of the French ascent. The bivouac site is comfortable and spacious, perched on the
top of a rocky ridge separating two glaciers.
After a good night's sleep we eat a leisurely breakfast and then Roge!' and Brian
lead off into a short ice-fall. The idea is that each pair leads on alternate days giving
the other pair a relatively easy day. A short ice-pitch up a serac wall bypasses the
crevassed region that had provided the French with some problems and leads to a
plateau where the French Camp 3 had been. Above us looms the Tete du Buttoir,
an unpleasant looking object festooned with cornices, seracs and snow mushrooms.
There are two possibilities for gaining the 600m separating us from the top of this
giant snowy gendarme. Straight ahead lies the couloir used by the French attempt
in 1959. This is mixed rock and ice at perhaps 55 to 60 degrees and looks inviting
apart from a crowded group of seracs lurking over its top. A ridge coming into the
Tete du Buttoir from the left looks easier and safer although sections of it are out of
sight. We plump for the ridge as the French had done on the successful attempt in
1962.
Putting on our technical climbing gear we were now ready to get to grips with
some interesting climbing. The slopes leading to the ridge offer little difficulty and
we climb together up the curiously Ruted face lying at an angle of 50 to 55 degrees.
The ridge proves narrow and precarious with very steep sides. We proceed with
caution, taking ice-axe belays in the hopelessly soft snow and hoping that the whole
thing will stay in place. To avoid overhanging mushrooms we engineer several
pitches on the right Rank, where the ice is as full of holes as a Gruyere cheese and
each of the holes is filled with powder snow. Sometimes progress is mace with arms
buried to the hilt although occasionally front pointing techniques are necessary.
Roger takes a 5m fall on a short vertical wall of snow but Brian manages to hold
him and they set off in a different direction. This particular mauvais pas was to give
us some trouble on the descent as well. Another steep wall of snow almost proves
impassable but eventually succumbs at a rate of a metre every 15mins. A great gash
in the snow marks our progress. The ridge now peters out into a hideous mass of
gigantic ice-blocks. It is like a glacial ice-fall coming down the crest of a narrow and
exposed ridge: quite unlike anything we have encountered before. Fortunately the
actual climbing proves easier than it looks and after a few more hours we reach a
suitable bivouac site.
While clearing a Rat area on which to sleep Rab uncovers a big_hole and it
becomes apparent that we are on top of some ice-blocks wedged between two serac
walls. Meanwhile Brian has gone exploring to find a suitable route for the next day.
Suddenly he disappears from view as a snow-bridge collapses. He is left hanging in
space over a great drop and Roger can only just hold him. Rab quickly belays
Roger and I belay Rab while Brian tries to get back up. Eventually we all settle
down for the night none the worse.
We are now at 6400m and we all seem to be going well, although Brian's
ill-fated reconnaissance has revealed that all the possible exits from our present
position will be pretty tricky. The next morning with Rab and I in the lead we climb
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2 precarious pitches of very steep snow and ice climbing. The second pitch involves
crawling along a small horizontal slot and then somehow pulling out on to a
snow-slope above in a fearfully exposed position. The complete lack of belays and
irreversible nature of the climbing adds to the nagging doubts about just how we
can get down again.
A tedious slope of powder snow brings us to the tOp of the Tete du Bultoir from
where a pleasanlly airy I-idge leads over the Tete du Dentelle. Roger, our authority
on the French ascem, as he is the only one who has read the book, informs us that
we must traverse round on the left side to reach a gully which will lead us to the top
of the 120m high obstacle. The traverse involves crossing a very steep slope of
wind-slab across which we ptoceed very gingerly, taking extra large steps to avoid
creating a fracture line. Rab tries to climb the steep fluted face but retreats in
disgust because of the appalling snow and then I try with the same result.
Meanwhile Brian and Roger have arrived and we start to discuss just what kind of
situation we seem to be heading for. The retreat from here would be very difficult
even in good weather and yet we are climbing into further difficulty. We mentally
prepare the descelll and most of it seems feasible. Roger has been investigating
possibilities around the corner and evelllually shouts back that he has reached a
groove which leads up for some distance and seems feasible. We all follow to find a
groove that actually has some ice in its bed from time to time and we indulge in the
luxury of a running belay from an ice screw. The groove leads to a platform only
gm from the summit of the Tete du Del1lelle. Roger carries on over an exposed
snow-bulge to reach easy ground. Another- piece of irreversible climbing perhaps?
We ask Roger his opinion on the matter and he reckons that it should be OK and
also that the way ahead looks easy. We feel vel')' committed as the 4 of us finally
Sland on the top of the Tete du Dentelle.
Now we are on the vast plateau of the throne and a biting wind quickly forces us
into our sleeping bags for the night. We use blocks of wind slab to erect walls
around us but they provide SC<jnt protection against the constant gusts of spindrift.
This is our 3rd bivouac on the route and it is only a few hundred m higher than the
previous one, the bulk of the day's climbing having been horizontal. Under the
conditions Rab and I give up the struggle to make tea or cook and we sleep badly
through the night. The other two persevere and manage to make a little tea.
By the next moming the winds have dropped a little but it is very cold as we set
out for the 4th day's climbing. The day passes uneventfully as we slog steadily
upwards on easy ground gradually gelling closer to the summit head. We take turns
in breaking the trail and finally reach the bergschrund close to where the French
Camp 5 had been. The bergschrund promi es a comfortable bivouac so we stop
there for the night.
We are now at 7000m with 700m still to go. Between us and the summit the
French erected a Camp 6 and only just made it from the camp to the summit in a
day. We decide that despite the distance involved we must try for the summit the
next day as another bivouac higher on the mountain in the intense cold and strong
winds would be inviting disaster. To further this aim we decide to take only
necessary climbing gear, some sweets and a head torch thus obviating the need for a
rucksack. I n order to get an early start we start making tea at midnight. By 3.30am
we are ready to leave and Rab goes illlO the lead out of the bergschrund and on to
the· ice-slopes above. The cold is more illlense that any of us have experienced
before and a trong wind produces icy currents of spindrift. A good moon aids our
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progress, although we all look forward LO dawn which will hopefully see a relief
(i"om the almo t insufferable cold.
Dawn arri,"C~ aher 10 or 0 pitches, but brings linle comfon as the wind gets
increasingly stronger. We all put the maximum effort inlO progressing as quickly as
possible to try and reach the summit before midday-a deadline if we are to
descend safdy. Rab i in the lead and going well as we pass the site of the French
Camp 6. The climbing is of a technical standard of perhaps Alpine TO, but is
straightfonvard as fur once we encounter good snow conditions. We emer a gully
which is pouring spindrift Out in all directions, stinging the face and making speech
almost impossible. After a LOtal of about 20 pitches we emerge on 10 the ummit
ridge which proves easy though of course tiring. A funher 8 pitches bring us 10 the
sUlllmit. Thiny m away there i another summit perhaps higher than ours, but we
decline to investigate. It is now 11.30am on 21 October and we all take a turn
standing on the summit before setting off down again.
By 4pm we regain our bivouac sitc. All day we have been worried about frostbite
and we arc relieved when lOes and fingers warm up in the sleeping bags. Although
the weather is perfecttlte st.-ong winds persist and we spend a restless night.
Tlte next morning wc do nOI get up ulllil aher dawn and then we stroll back
down tlte throne 10 reach the Tete du Demelle. Reversing the last pitch on 10 the
Tetc du Demelle proves easier than expected as our steps have now f.-ozen and are
still visibk. IL still prove nerve-wracking with the complete absence of belays. Afler
a lew more hours we arrive at the Tele du ButlOir. The thought of climbing down
the 2 difficult pitches after the 3rd bivouac site is 100 difficult to contemplate so we
opt to wardl 101' a difkrent line. With Rab belaying I go 10 the edge of the convex
dome that wc arc on only to f-ind that the rOllen snow becomes steeper and steeper
and then out of reach below turns into venical serac ice. If only we could reach
son1(' in·-then 'vc could rappel from an ice-screw. The second spOt I Iry yields the
same results as before but I have more luck the 3rd time. A pinnacle of snow and ice
ha "plit awa from the scrac wall and I manage 10 get down on LO it. We manage 10
rig up a rather precarious rappel by using the pinnade as a bollard. Aher a litrle
exploring and one more rappel we regain our line of ascent and continue down.
The shon steep snow-wall which had COSt us so much effort on the way up
looked an unlikely thing to climb down so we sacrificed our snow-stake as a rappel
anchor. A while' later wc came LO the mauvais pas 011 the ice-ridge. I cut a poor
snow-bollard and rappeled with a lOp rope but when Rab started 10 rappel the
bollard gave way as we had foreseen it might. Rab fell 6m but fortunately I was on
the other side of the ridge and was able 10 check his fall relatively easily. Eventually
we became LOO tired to continue and as il was already dark we bivouaced, for the
6th time, al an altitude of around 61 OOm.
The next day we made it down 10 the Yamatari side of the Lapsong La. Everyone
wa lecling hungry by now as we had effectively run OUt of food the previous
evening. The following day over the Lapsong La proved vel)' wearing as the lack of
food really began LO tell. We did not make it down to Ramshey that day but
bivouaced in a snow-storm near the LOp of the pass. In the morning we d.-opped
below the SIlO\\'-line again and were relieved to see that the yak herders were still in
residence at Ramshey. They provided us with some cheese and Tibetan tea which
lonilied us for the linal 7 hour walk back to Base Camp.
So we managed to climb Jannu in Alpine style with 4 bivouacs on the ascel1l and
2 on the descellt, yct ~oll1ehow it was 1I0l as satisfaCtory as we had hoped. Although
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we had been brought to our limit it was in a way unfamiliar to us. The grinding
effort and great commitment without the reward of magnificent technical pitches
such as one may encounter on the GrandesJorasses in winter. Certainly there had
been hard climbing but it had not been of the enjoyable type. Hard work is the best
description of Himalayan climbing that I can think of. evertheless I expect we will
all be back again pushing our own personal frontiers of experience. Thel-e definitely
is something there and memory will dull the pain.

International Alpine Camp, Pamirs 1978
Marek Brniak
Foreign visitors to the mountains of Pamir, members of International Alpine Camp
organized by the USSR Mountaineering Federation, were admitted to the area of
Revolution Peak for the first time in \978. Apart from the areas of Peaks Lenin
(7132m) and Communism (7495m) already well known to the climbers of the W,
this is the only part of the SW Pamirs foreign climbing parties are allowed to enter.
The Alpine Camps have been organized in these areas on a permanent and
regular basis. It is suspected that other new regions will become accessible as time
goes on. The USSR Mountaineering Federation makes a business of it with the
camps resembling package holidays. Such a regular trip lasts 35 days, 30 of which
are spent in the mountains while the remaining 5 days are allowed for travelling
and a sightseeing tour of Moscow. AeroAot planes take the visitors wirhin a few
hours fi-om the capital to rhe camp sires. The participants are required to bring
their own personal climbing and bivouac equipment, in accordance with the goals
IQ he attempted, bur the base camp tems are supplied by rhe organizers. Also full
board and lodging are provided rhroughout the whole trip wirh 3 regular meals a
day to be enjoyed in dining-rooms alTanged under canvas at rhe base camps or an
equivalent in the form of standard packs of the climbers' choice. The base camp
sraff include some interpretel-s with a sufficient command of foreign languages thus
making available information on routes and climbing conditions. Also medical
attention can be obtained on the spot if necessary bur rhe Federarion do not wish to
accept any responsibility for accidents or any injuries suffered by the climbers who
are expected to insure for rhe period of rheir stay in the Soviet Union with their own
insurance agencies. The total cost of such a trip amounts to about US$\OOO,
payable to rhe Federation who will be happy to supply application forms on
request. Despite the fact that the price does not include travelling expenses to and
from the Soviet Union this does not seem to be overmuch, for it gives the
participants practical chances to set foot on the summits of 2 or even 3
seven-thousanders, to reach some virgin peaks or to make first or numbered ascents
of all gl-ades of difficulty including many problems of the highest standard
available.
The 1978 Camp's new Base Camp was erected in Jazgulem Dara valley that leads
to the foot of Revolution Peak from the S. The massif of the Peak is the culmination
of the Jazgulemskyi Chain stretching for almost 200km from the Ab-i-Panja River
on the Afghan border in the W [Q the head of the Tanymas River in the E. For most
of its length the chain runs from SW to E. It is characterized by a real wealth of

